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Sensors Explained: 

Our range of PIR sensors and microwave presence detectors are designed to reduce the 
amount of time lighting is left on unnecessarily, for example if an area is unoccupied or if 
there is sufficient natural light. 

A presence detector monitors the detection zone for occupancy. If a person is sensed then 
the detector will automatically turn the lighting on. When the area is vacated, the lighting 
will turn off after a pre-set time.  

Most of our PIR sensors and microwave sensors have a built in light level (lux) sensor which 
will keep the lighting off if there is enough natural light available. 

Controlling lighting with a presence detector can save up to 60% of lighting energy costs 
dependent on occupancy behaviour and the amount of natural light available.  
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Presence and Absence Detection Explained: 

The choice between presence and absence detection for different spaces can make a big 
difference in user-friendliness and the amount of energy saved. 

Presence Detection Absence Detection 

Detectors will switch on lighting automatically when a person 
enters the room, and switches off lighting automatically when no 
movement is detected. 

Upon entering the room the person switches on the light as 
normal, but on leaving the detector switches off the lighting 
automatically. Lights can also be switched off manually. 
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PIRs and Microwave Detectors Compared: 

PIR Detectors 
PIR (Passive Infrared) presence detectors detect body heat and movement and are ideally suited where a defined 
detection pattern is required. 
Microwave Detectors 
Microwave presence detectors are sensitive to movement and are ideal for large spaces and areas that have an 
awkward shape or where fine motion detection is required. 

PIR (Passive Infrared) Detection Microwave Detectors 

PIR detectors work on detecting the movement of body heat. 
They are better suited to smaller spaces or where a defined 
detection pattern is required. 

Microwave Detectors are sensitive to objects that move, with 
much greater coverage and sensitivity. They can detect through 
glass, therefore careful consideration on location is needed in 
certain applications. 
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Switching Detectors with Lux Level Sensing: 

These presence detectors with built-in adjustable lux sensors will keep the lighting switched off if there is sufficient 
natural light. 
A time delay can be set to avoid nuisance switching with constantly varying lux levels. 

No presence detected, daylight, lights off. 

Presence detected, insufficient daylight, all lights on. 

Presence detected, sufficient daylight, lights off. 

No presence detected, lights off. 
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Direct Dimming Detectors with Lux Level Sensing: 

In addition to lux level sensing, dimming detectors are able to provide automatic control of lighting output. 
A dimming detector can be used to control the light output of luminaires that are fitted with dimmable ballasts. 
The detector measures the overall light level in the detection area and regulates the output of the luminaires, 
ensuring the correct lux level (maintained illuminance) for the area and saving energy when natural daylight can be 
used to replace/supplement luminaires (daylight harvesting). 

Presence detected, some daylight. Lights on and 
dimmed to maintain lux level. 

Presence detected, insufficient daylight. No presence 
detected, lights off. Dimming detector measures and 

implements maintained illuminance. 

No presence detected, lights off. 

No presence detected, daylight, 
lights off. 

Presence detected, sufficient daylight, 
lights off. 

Similar to switching detection 
with lux 
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Combined maintained illuminance with switching: 

Combined maintained illuminance with switching. The dimming detector can be configured to dim a row of luminaires 
(those closest to window) whilst simultaneously switching the other luminaires in the room. 

Source: CP Electronics 


